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Abstract

This paper describes a new adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) model to estimate accurately

the battery residual capacity (BRC) of the lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery for modern electric vehicles (EVs).

The key to this model is to adopt newly both the discharged/regenerative capacity distributions and the

temperature distributions as the inputs and the state of available capacity (SOAC) as the output, which

represents the BRC. Moreover, realistic EV discharge current profiles are newly used to formulate the

proposed model. The accuracy of the estimated SOAC obtained from the model is verified by experiments
under various EV discharge current profiles.

� 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

At the present time and in the foreseeable future, batteries have been agreed to be the major
energy source for modern electric vehicles (EVs), including the battery EV (BEV), hybrid EV
(HEV) and fuel cell EV (FCEV) [1]. Those viable EV batteries consist of the valve regulated lead
acid (VRLA), nickel cadmium (Ni–Cd), nickel zinc (Ni–Zn), nickel metal hydride (Ni–MH), zinc/
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air (Zn/air), aluminum/air (Al/air), sodium/sulfur (Na/S), sodium/nickel chloride (Na/NiCl2),
lithium-polymer (Li-polymer) and lithium-ion (Li-ion) types [2].

Recently, it has been identified that those batteries with promising application to EVs are the
VRLA, Ni–MH and Li-ion batteries [3]. The VRLA battery is widely accepted for low perfor-
mance EVs due to its maturity and cost effectiveness; the Ni–MH battery is attractive for mode-
rate performance EVs because of its good specific energy and good specific power; and the Li-ion
battery is becoming accepted for high performance EVs because it offers excellent specific energy
and excellent specific power. It is anticipated that the Ni–MH battery is an interim battery
technology that will be superseded by the Li-ion battery if the initial cost of the Li-ion battery can
be significantly reduced upon mass production.

Although the development of EV battery technologies is being actively conducted, the appli-
cation technology of EV batteries, namely the battery residual capacity (BRC) indicator, cannot
catch up with the development pace. The BRC refers to the quantity of electricity remaining in the
battery that can be delivered at a certain discharge current and temperature before reaching the
specified cutoff voltage. At the fully charged state, the corresponding BRC is denoted the battery
available capacity (BAC). Since the BRC estimation is strongly related to the driving range of
EVs, an accurate calculation of the BRC is vital. Actually, this technology is the key to com-
mercialization and popularization of EVs.

Starting from the past decade, many battery capacity estimation approaches for the VRLA
battery in EVs have been investigated, such as the impedance measurement approach [4] and
artificial neural network (ANN) modeling approach [5]. Recently, these approaches have been
extended to the Ni–MH battery. For the impedance approach [6], the terminal voltage (response)
is measured when a small amplitude ac perturbation (stimulus) is injected into the battery, and
hence, the impedance is calculated by the ratio of the response to the stimulus. However, the
measured impedance can only indicate the state of charge (SOC), namely the theoretical ratio of
the remaining active material to the total active material inside the battery that can be converted
into electrical energy from the chemical energy [7], which is actually different from the BRC for
EVs. For the ANN modeling approach [8], an ANN model with three layers (input, hidden and
output layers) is applied. In the input layer, there are four neurons to represent the battery ter-
minal voltage, discharge current, temperature and discharged capacity. In the hidden layer, five
neurons are adopted as a result of a compromise between the estimation accuracy and the
complexity of the ANN. In the output layer, there is one neuron indicating the battery capacity.
However, this approach does not take into account the influence of the EV discharge current
profile, which is essential for accurate estimation of BRC.

Very recently, the ANN modeling approach has been further extended by incorporating fuzzy
logic, hence the use of an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) modeling for capacity
estimation of the Ni–MH battery [9]. This approach can accurately estimate the state of
available capacity (SOAC) of the Ni–MH battery. The SOAC refers to the BRC normalized by
the BAC. However, this modeling approach has three shortcomings. First, the discharge currents
are always positive, which has not considered the regenerative braking of EVs. Second, the
instantaneous temperature, rather than its distributions, is used as an input, which cannot fully
describe the influence of temperature. Third, the current profiles are simplified to the climbing
hill discharge current, fast discharge current, normal discharge current and small discharge
current, which cannot reflect the actual operation of EVs. On the other hand, the use of another
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neuro-fuzzy system has been attempted to model the Li-ion battery for estimation of SOC [10].
However, it deals only with constant current discharge profiles, which are far from realistic EV
operation.

Since the Li-ion battery is becoming accepted by high performance EVs, such as the Nissan
Altra EV, an accurate BRC indicator for Li-ion battery powered EVs is highly desirable. Based on
the spirit of our previous work for the Ni–MH battery [9], the purpose of this paper is to propose
a new ANFIS model for accurate BRC estimation of the Li-ion battery. Instead of a straight-
forward extension of our previous work, the model will newly consider the effect of regenerative
braking and the use of temperature distributions. Also, rather than using those simplified dis-
charge current profiles, the model will newly employ realistic EV discharge current profiles for
both training and validation.
2. Li-ion battery characteristics

Since the first announcement of the Li-ion battery in 1991, the Li-ion technology has seen an
unprecedented rise to what is now considered to be the most promising rechargeable battery of the
future. The Li-ion battery uses a lithiated carbon intercalation material (LixC) for the negative
electrode instead of metallic lithium, a lithiated transition metal intercalation oxide (Li1�xMyOz)
for the positve electrode and a liquid organic solution or a solid polymer for the electrolyte.
Lithium ions are swinging through the electrolyte between the positive and negative electrodes
during discharge and charge. The general electrochemical reactions are described as
LixC+Li1�xMyOz $C+LiMyOz. On discharge, lithium ions are released from the negative
electrode, migrate via the electrolyte and are taken up by the positive electrode. On charge, the
process is reversed. Possible positive electrode materials are Li1�xCoO2, Li1�xNiO2 and
Li1�xMn2O4, which have the advantages of stability in air, high voltage and reversibility for the
lithium intercalation reaction.

The LixC/Li1�xNiO2 type, loosely written as C/LiNiO2 or simply called the nickel based Li-ion
battery, generally possesses the cell voltage of 4 V, specific energy of 120 Wh/kg and specific
power of 260 W/kg. The cobalt based type has higher specific energy but with a higher cost and an
increase of the self discharge rate. The manganese based type has the lowest cost and its specific
energy lies between that of the cobalt based and nickel based types. The general advantages of the
Li-ion battery are the highest cell voltage (as high as 4 V), excellent specific energy (90–130 Wh/
kg), safest design of lithium batteries (absence of metallic lithium) and long cycle life (about 1000
cycles). However, it still suffers from a drawback of high initial cost.

Since the EV driving range highly depends on the BAC, the corresponding influences due to the
temperature and discharge current profile are very essential. Instead of using constant current
discharge profiles [10] or simplified EV discharge current profiles [9], four realistic EV discharge
current profiles are adopted for evaluation. Fig. 1 shows these four profiles, which are based on
standard EV driving cycles set by various countries or regions to reflect their EV operations,
namely the European driving cycle (ECE), US federal urban driving schedule (FUDS), US federal
highway driving schedule (FHDS) and Japan driving mode 10.15 (JM10.15). Notice that the
discharge rate is purposely expressed in terms of the C rate, rather than in amperes, so as to make
the representation more general. For instance, when the nominal capacity of the battery is
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Fig. 1. EV discharge current profiles at 20 �C: (a) ECE; (b) FUDS; (c) FHDS; (d) JM10.15.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of BACs under different temperatures and different EV discharge current profiles.
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increased from 15 to 45 Ah, the corresponding discharge current is simply enlarged by 3 times,
whereas the C rate is unchanged.

Based on a commercially available Li-ion battery, Fig. 2 shows the influence of temperature on
its BAC under four realistic EV discharge current profiles. It indicates that the BAC remarkably
varies with temperature. This temperature sensitivity is much more serious than that of the Ni–
MH battery [9], implying that the use of instantaneous temperature as an input of the model for



Table 1

Comparison of BACs under different EV discharge current profiles at 20 �C
Discharge current profile BAC (Ah)

ECE 10.19

FUDS 11.09

FHDS 13.48

JM10.15 10.71
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the Ni–MH battery is insufficient for modeling the Li-ion battery. On the other hand, Table 1
indicates that the influence of various EV discharge current profiles on the BAC at the temper-
ature of 20 �C. From the results in Fig. 2 and Table 1, both the temperature and the discharge
current profile should be taken into account during the estimation of SOAC for the Li-ion battery
powered EVs.
3. Modeling of Li-ion SOAC using ANFIS

3.1. Basic ANFIS architecture

Fig. 3 shows a basic ANFIS architecture [11] in which there are two inputs and one output. In
the figure, a circle represents a fixed node, whereas a square denotes an adaptive node. The input
parameters are x and y. In the first layer, all the nodes are adaptive nodes. The outputs of this
layer are the fuzzy membership grades of the inputs, namely x is fuzzified into X1 and X2, while y is
fuzzified into Y1 and Y2, which can adopt any fuzzy membership function, such as triangular,
trapezoidal or bell shaped. In the second layer, the nodes are fixed nodes. They are labeled with
M , indicating that they perform as a simple multiplier. The outputs of this layer are the so-called
firing strengths of the rules. In the third layer, the nodes are also fixed nodes. They are labeled
with N , indicating that they play a normalization role to the firing strengths from the previous
layer. The outputs of this layer are the so-called normalized firing strengths. In the fourth layer,
the nodes are adaptive nodes. The output of each node in this layer is simply the product of the
normalized firing strength and the polynomial of input parameters f ðx; yÞ. In the fifth layer, there
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is only one single fixed node labeled with S. This node performs the summation of all incoming
signals, hence generating the output z.

There are two adaptive layers in this ANFIS architecture, namely the first layer and the fourth
layer. In the first layer, the modifiable parameters are the so-called premise parameters. In the
fourth layer, the modifiable parameters are the so-called consequent parameters. The task of
the learning algorithm is to tune all the modifiable parameters to make the ANFIS output match
the training data. To improve the rate of convergence, a hybrid algorithm combining the least
square method (LSM) and the gradient descent method (GDM) is adopted [12]. The LSM is used
to optimize the consequent parameters with the premise parameters fixed. Once the optimal
consequent parameters are found, the GDM is used to adjust optimally the premise parameters
corresponding to the fuzzy sets in the input domain. The output of the ANFIS is calculated by
employing the consequent parameters. The output error is used to adapt the premise parameters
by means of a standard back propagation algorithm.

3.2. Li-ion SOAC model

The key to the ANFIS model for the BRC estimation of the Li-ion battery is the selection of the
output and input parameters. Of course, the output parameter is the desired battery capacity. This
capacity can be represented by the SOC, BRC or SOAC. As mentioned before, the SOAC is
actually the normalized value of BRC, namely the ratio of BRC to BAC. For EV application, the
SOAC with a per unit or percentage value is preferred to the BRC in Watt hours or Joules. The
original definition of the SOC is the ratio of the remaining active material to the total active
material inside the battery that can be actually converted into electrical energy from the chemical
energy. This SOC usually has the same trend as the SOAC but cannot be mathematically related
with the SOAC when the discharge current is not fixed. Therefore, in this paper, the SOAC is
adopted as the output parameter.

Although the chemical parameters of the battery can directly describe the battery character-
istics and capacities, they are impractical to be the input parameters for EV application. From the
EV application point of view, the input parameters should be easily measurable and electrically
representable, such as the battery terminal voltage, the discharge current, the discharged capacity
and the temperature. Previously, the instantaneous battery terminal voltage was chosen as an
input parameter for BRC estimation [10]. However, the use of this parameter generally involves
the problem of disturbance. Fig. 4 illustrates the relationships between the instantaneous battery
terminal voltage and the SOAC under various EV discharge current profiles at the temperature of
20 �C. It can be observed that the battery terminal voltage fluctuates considerably as a result of
the EV discharge current variation, whereas the SOAC monotonously decreases with the progress
of discharging. These phenomena indicate that the instantaneous battery terminal voltage cannot
offer a direct contribution to the SOAC estimation but involves the problem of disturbance, which
definitely degrades the estimation accuracy.

To improve the estimation accuracy and to avoid the problem of disturbance, the discharged/
regenerative capacity distributions, rather than the instantaneous discharge current, are used as
the input parameters. Also, since the temperature sensitivity of the Li-ion battery is significant, the
temperature distributions are newly adopted as the input parameters. Notice that the more the
divisions of the distributions, the higher is the estimation accuracy but the slower is the con-
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Fig. 4. Effect of instantaneous battery terminal voltage on SOAC under different EV discharge current profiles at 20 �C:
(a) ECE; (b) FUDS; (c) FHDS; (d) JM10.15.
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vergence. Based on trial and error, the optimal number of input parameters for the BRC esti-
mation of the Li-ion battery is seven, namely four divisions for the discharged capacity, one for
the regenerative capacity and two for the temperature. The corresponding input parameters X1ðtÞ
to X7ðtÞ are given by:

• X1ðtÞ––discharged capacity for I l1 6 IdðtÞ < Iu1 ,
• X2ðtÞ––discharged capacity for I l2 6 IdðtÞ < Iu2 ,
• X3ðtÞ––discharged capacity for I l3 6 IdðtÞ < Iu3 ,
• X4ðtÞ––discharged capacity for I l4 6 IdðtÞ < Iu4 ,
• X5ðtÞ––regenerative capacity,
• X6ðtÞ––temperature for T P 20 �C,
• X7ðtÞ––temperature for T < 20 �C,

where IdðtÞ is the instantaneous discharge current within four current ranges, namely I li and Iui
(i ¼ 1, 2, 3, 4) as listed in Table 2, whereas T is the temperature within two temperature ranges,
namely above 20 �C or not.

Fig. 5 shows the Li-ion model for SOAC estimation using the ANFIS. The seven input pa-
rameters, including four discharged capacity distributions, one regenerative capacity and two
temperature distributions, are fuzzified into linguistic variables (low and high) as labeled with
X k
i ðtÞ where i ¼ 1; . . . ; 7 and k ¼ 1; 2. The output of the model is the desired SOAC, which lies

between zero and unity. Therefore, the whole process can be viewed as a nonlinear mapping from
the input space, consisting of the discharged/regenerative capacity distributions and the temper-
ature distributions, to the output space, namely the SOAC, which represents the BRC of the
Li-ion battery.



Table 2

Lower and upper limits of discharge current for discharged capacity distributions

i ¼ 1 i ¼ 2 i ¼ 3 i ¼ 4

I li 0.4C 0.27C 0.13C 0

Iui 0.7C 0.4C 0.27C 0.13C
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4. Data collection

A commercially available Li-ion battery is used for experimentation. This battery has the
nominal voltage of 3.6 V and the nominal capacity of 15 Ah at the discharge rate of 0.2C. This
nominal capacity is just a reference value, since the actual discharge rate in an EV is usually much
larger than 0.2C. As mentioned before, the BAC is defined as the quantity of electricity at the fully
charged state that can be delivered at a certain discharge current profile and temperature till the
specified cutoff voltage of 3 V is reached.

As shown in Fig. 6, the system setup for experimentation is the Digatron Battery Testing
System BTS-600, which consists of four main parts:

• A programmable charger in which various charging algorithms, including constant voltage
charging, constant current charging, multistage variable voltage variable current charging
and pulse charging, can be performed.
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• A programmable electronic load in which various discharging algorithms, including constant
current discharge, varying current discharge and EV discharge current profiles, can be per-
formed.

• A temperature controlled chamber in which the battery can be tested under any predefined air
temperature ranging from )20 to 50 �C.

• A computer control and data acquisition system in which control signals are generated to feed
the programmable charger and the programmable electronic load, while all necessary experi-
mental data are automatically acquired.

A series of experiments need to be conducted for data collection. These experiments are based
on the realistic EV discharge current profiles, namely the ECE, FUDS, FHDS and JM10.15,
under different temperatures, namely 10, 20 and 30 �C. The experimental data are automatically
recorded and tabulated, with each row of data containing the terminal voltage, the discharge
current, the temperature, the discharged/regenerative capacity and the SOAC.
5. Model training and validation

The data collected from the aforementioned experiments are separately used to train and
validate the proposed SOAC model. The whole data set is composed of 12 data files obtained
from 12 tests. It is then divided into two separate data sets, the training data set and the validation
data set. The training data set is used to train the SOAC model, whereas the validation data set is
used to validate the accuracy and effectiveness of the trained model for SOAC estimation.

To assess the accuracy of the proposed model, the average percentage error (APE) of the SOAC
is adopted for evaluation. This APE is defined as the average of the percentage errors between the
actual SOACs obtained from experiments and the estimated SOACs obtained from the trained
model. The APEs for both the training data set and the validation data set are calculated.

Firstly, based on the training data set, the relationship between the estimated SOAC and the
actual SOAC is shown in Fig. 7. As expected, the agreement is excellent, and the corresponding
APE is only of 0.16%.
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Secondly, based on the validation data set, the accuracy of the trained model is assessed. Fig. 8
shows the relationships between the estimated SOAC and the actual SOAC under the ECE,
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FUDS, FHDS and JM10.15 operations at the temperature of 20 �C. These comparisons confirm
that the proposed model provides a highly accurate estimation of the SOAC for the different
operating profiles of EVs. Fig. 9 summarizes that the APEs of all 12 validation data sets are within
1%, which is significantly better than the 5.5% in Ref. [10] or the 2.7% in Ref. [9].
6. Model realization

The proposed SOAC model can be easily realized as a practical BRC indicator by using a low
cost microcontroller. Fig. 10 shows the corresponding diagram of realization. The major hard-
ware of this indicator is a microcontroller, such as the Intel 80C196, which incorporates all
necessary functions including A/D conversion of a single chip microcomputer. The software of
this indicator mainly consists of three components, namely the classification unit, the integration
unit and the ANFIS unit. The classification unit is to categorize the discharge current into the four
predefined current ranges, to identify the regenerative current and to classify the temperature into
the predefined two temperature ranges. The integration unit is to integrate the discharged/re-
generative currents and, hence, to produce the discharged/regenerative capacity distributions. The
ANFIS unit is finally to make an estimation of the SOAC by using the proposed model. Evi-
dently, the assembly language embedded in the microcontroller can realize all these functions.
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7. Conclusions

This paper has presented a new SOAC model to estimate accurately the BRC of the Li-ion
battery for modern EVs. The key to this model is to adopt newly both the discharged/regenerative
capacity distributions and the temperature distributions as the input parameters and the SOAC
as the output parameter. Moreover, realistic EV discharge current profiles are newly used to
formulate the proposed model. By comparing the estimated SOACs obtained from the model and
the actual SOACs obtained from experiments, the proposed model is validated to offer a high
accuracy.
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